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Welcome!



This is not a trick.

The writing competition:
• Same info for everyone
• Two parts, one week

• Read instructions
• Meant to reflect the work of an editor on HLR

• Biggest tip: finish!



Honor Code

1. Your entry must reflect your work only. 
2. You may not consult or collaborate with anyone in any 

way regarding any part of the competition.
3. Double-blind.
4. No distributing or sharing competition materials with 

anyone.
5. No typing, scanning, or otherwise entering competition 

materials into a computer or other digital form.
6. No outside research.
7. No online Bluebook website.
8. More details will be provided in the competition packet.



Honor Code

Inappropriate conduct will result in 
disqualification from the competition and will be 
reported to the Administrative Board of the Law 
School, which will consider the issue a matter of 

academic misconduct.



Roadmap for Today

1. Mechanics of the subcite
2. Practice subcite exercise
3. Panel with 2Ls + 3Ls on advice and best 

practices



1. Mechanics of the subcite



Overview

• Technical + substantive errors
• Mirrors the student editing experience on 

HLR
• Difference between editing and rewriting
• Closed universe of Bluebook rules
• Read instructions



Subcite Corrections

•Three things you MUST do:
1. Identify the error
2. Explain the error
3. Correct the error



Subcite Corrections

1. Identify (ALL CAPS)
For example:

•SPELLING
•CHARACTERIZATION

•PINCITE



Subcite Corrections

2. Explain
For example:

•The source says that . . . .
•This quotation appears on page . . . .

•Bluebook Rule 4 asks for . . . .



Subcite Corrections

3. Correct in <angle brackets>.
For example:

•Please consider <275>.
•You might rephrase as <This creates a 

problem>.



Examples

QUOTATION: The text of the 
source says [THIS]. Please 
consider <THIS>.

TYPEFACE/BLUEBOOK: Per 
Bluebook Rule 16, the title of an 
article should be in italics, not in 
small caps. Please consider 
<Title of Article>.

SPELLING: This word is spelled 
[CORRECT SPELLING]. Please 
consider <CORRECT 
SPELLING>.

SIGNAL: Per Bluebook Rule 
1.2, the [BLANK] signal should 
be used because 
[EXPLANATION]. Please 
consider <BLANK>.

PINCITE: Support for the 
proposition above appears on 
page [NUMBER]. Please 
consider <NUMBER>.



Boxing and Lining

•
• Box exactly what you replace.

• One.   🡪  <one.>

• One    🡪  <one>

• is for   🡪  <was for>

•  is        🡪  <was>



Printing and Submitting

•Make copies of the subcite article first.
• Leave time to print and box.
•Handwritten comments only get ½ credit.



Overarching Guidance

• Refer to packet for error types and point values.
• FAQs:
• What do we do for nested errors?
• What do we do for conditional errors?
• What do we do for misplaced sentence/paragraph errors 

and subsequent footnote numbering?
• But how do we square that with cross-references?

• Typeface and formatting are all fair game.



Overarching Guidance

• You will NOT be penalized for suggesting a correction to 
something that was not wrong in the first place.

• You will only be penalized for egregious overcorrection.
• But what counts as “egregious”?

• Do not quibble with style.
• Be polite. You may be penalized for adopting a rude tone.
• How can I ensure that I am writing in a polite tone?
• Please consider: <correction>.



No one catches all the errors!
(Seriously)



2. Practice subcite exercise



Subcite

• Sample exercise
• (Check the sources!)











3. Panel of 2Ls + 3Ls to 
discuss best practices



Subcite Graders’ Tips

•When you were grading the subcite, what 
were some common but avoidable mistakes 
that you saw?



Approach to the week

• How did you schedule and balance your time 
between the subcite and case comment over the 
week?
• How did you organize all of the subcite material 

at the outset?
• Did you go through the subcite just once or 

multiple times?



Approach to the subcite

•How did you go about looking for 
Bluebooking/technical errors?
•How did you go about looking for 

substance/characterization errors?
•How did you go about looking for structural 

errors?



Approach to finishing

•What was your approach to boxing and 
lining?
•What was your approach to printing?
•What was the last night of the Competition 

like for you?



Takeaways

•Not a test of how smart you are.
•Read the instructions.
•Finish and turn it in.



Questions?

• Email or talk to us!
• Chloe: ccotton@jd20.law.harvard.edu

• You can still sign up for a coffee chat (but 
do it soon!)


